Role of chirality of the sugar ring in the ribosomal peptide synthesis.
We present a theoretical analysis of the role of the natural chirality of the sugar ring ( D-enantiomeric form) in the peptide synthesis reaction in ribosome. The study is based on a model from the crystal structure of the ribosomal subunit of Haloarcula marismortui using hybrid quantum mechanical-molecular mechanical method. The result indicates that the natural heterochiral sugar-amino acid combination ( D: L) is most favorable for the formation of the peptide bond within the structure of peptidyl transferase center (PTC). Other possible combinations of unnatural chiral form of the sugar-amino acid pair are unfavorable to perform the reaction within the PTC. The presence of the sugar ring has favorable influence on the rotatory path. The chirality of the 2' carbon of the sugar ring is vital for the peptide synthesis. Alteration of the stereochemistry or removal of chirality at the 2' center makes the rate as several orders slower in magnitude. This is in agreement with the recent experimental result that the replacement of the 2' OH by H or F reduces the rate by several orders of magnitude. Two different mechanisms for the catalytic effect of the stereochemistry of 2' OH are investigated. In one mechanism, the 2' OH is involved in proton shuttle, and in the second mechanism, the OH group acts as an anchoring group. The transition state barriers of both mechanisms are found to be comparable. The natural chirality of the 2' center helps lowering the transition state barrier height of the reaction substantially compared with the cases where the 2' center is made achiral or with altered chirality. Thus, the stereochemistry of the 2' center has a major role in synthesis. Few surrounding residues like U2620, A2486, G2618, and C2487 have favorable influence on rotatory path, while the residues like U2541, C2104, C2105, A2485, C2542, C2608, U2619, and A2637 have little influence. The present study shows that the natural chirality of the sugar ring and amino acid makes a perfect heteropair within the PTC to carry out peptide synthesis with high efficiency.